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State, Capitalism,
and Democracy in
Latin America
Ati/io A. Boron
"Boron questions many
of the basic assump
tions about democrati
zation in a brilliant intel
lectual tour de force."

-CHOICE
1995 • hc $49.95

Now in paperback!
The Ecopolitics of
Development in the
Third World:
Politics and
Environment
in Brazil
Roberto P. Guimsrees
"An excellent analysis of
the arena within which
any environmental
policy-making has to
take place."-canadian
Journal ofPolitical
SCience. "Guimaraes
writes authoritatively,
convincingly, and even
entertainingly. -Choice
1995 • pb $19.95

Understanding
Contemporary
Latin America
edited by
Richard S. Hi/lman
An up-to-date, multidis
ciplinary book designed
for use in a wide range of
undergraduate courses.
October 1996
he $49.95· pb $19.95

Toward a New
Cuba? Legacies of
Revolution
editedby
Miguel AnGel Centeno
ani! Maurtcio Font
November 1996 • he $45

The Soviet-Cuban
Alliance: 1959-1991
Yuri Pavlov
"It is likely to become
one of the ten most use
ful books on socialist
Cuba." -Cole Blasier
1996 • pb $22.95

ACautionary Tale:
Failed U.S.
Development Policy
inCentral America
Michael f. Conroy,
Douglas L. Murray,
andPeter M. Rosset
1996· he $40

The Caribbean in
the Global Political
Economy
edited by
Hi/bourne A. Watson
"Acompelling and
timely collection....
Accessible for under
graduate as well as
graduate students."

-Journal of Third
World Studies

1994 • he $42 • ph $19.95

Political Economy
and Illegal Drugs in
Colombia
Francisco f. Thoumi
1995· he $48

The Consolidation
of Democracy in
Latin America
edited by
Joseph S. Tulchin
witli Bernice Romero
"Among the more
important recent addi
tions to the literature....
A collection of high
quality essays."

-Foreign AjJairs
1995 • pb $11.95

LRP • 180030th5t,5te314 • Boulder CO 80301 ~~ Tel (303) 444-6684 Fax (303) 444-0824
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New FromGREENWOOD PRESS jp>IPIAIEGIER QUc5ROMI300K~
Presidents ofCentral America,
Mexico, Cuba, and Hispaniola
Conversations and Correspondence
By Robert J. Alexander
First-hand accounts of Central American
issues from the 1940s onward.
Praeger Publishers. 1995. 280 pages.
0-275-95278-9. $59.95

Brutality and Benevolence
Human Ethology, Culture,
and the Birth of Mexico
By Abel A. Alves
Contributions in Latin American Studies, No. 8

The first use of human ethology to re-exam
ine the Conquest of Mexico.
Greenwood Press. 1996. 0-313-29982-X. $59.00 Est.

Authoritarianism in Latin
America Since Independence
Edited by.Will Fowler
Contributions in Latin American Studies, No.6

This edited collection explores how different
dictators and authoritarian parties and fac
tions have frequently succeeded in rising to
power in modern Latin America, often retain
ing political and/or military control for long
periods of time.
Greenwood Press. 1996. 184 pages.
0-313-29843-2. $55.00

Colombia's Military
and Brazil's Monarchy
Undermining the Republican
Foundations of South
AunericanIndependence
By Thomas Millington
Contributions in Latin American Studies, No. 7

"In putting politics back into history,
Millington's work offers an excellent case
study of South American international affairs
from the perspective of the strategies,objec
tives, and ideas ofkey South American actors.
This approach is distinctive. Millington does
an excellent job of bringing the grand sweep
of continental issues together.... Few authors
are capable of weaving so many strands into a
meaningful analysis which at once tells a com
pelling story." James W. Wilkie

Professor of Latin American History
CD University of California at Los Angeles
~ Greenwood Press. 1996. 240 pages.
cr: 0-313-29806-8. $59.96

New Business Opportunities
in Latin America
Trade and Investment
After the Mexican Meltdown
By Louis E.~ Nevaer
A wide-ranging discussion of the opportuni
ties for U.S. corporations in Latin America
and ways to realize them.
Quorum Books. 1996. 240 pages.
1-56720-023-0. $59.95.

Latin American WomenArtists,
Kahlo and Look Who Else
A Selective,
Annotated Bibliography
By Cecilia Puerto
Art Reference Collection, No. 21
Foreword by Elizabeth Ferrer

"This volume is a unique contribution to
Latin American studies because it under
scores the essential Tole that women have
played in the arenas of modern and contem
porary art. [This book] provides valuable and
much-needed assistance to the researcher."

From the foreword by Elizabeth Ferrer
Greenwood Press. 1996. 264 pages.
0-313-28934-4. $69.50

PLACE YOUR CREDIT CARD ORDER
TOLL-FREE,24 HOURS-A-DAY:

1-800-225-5800

Visit us on the web at htt :/Iwww.reenwood.com,or o her to: oher.reenwood.com
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Labor Movements and Dictatorships
THE SOUTHERN CONE
IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

Paul W. Drake

"Drake succeeds in showing that authoritarian
regimes seize power in large part as a response to
perceived labor mobilization and, therefore, target
labor and its leftist allies as primary victims. The
book's comparative focus and country narratives also
provide a rich and complex analysis of labor's
experience of authoritarian rule, of the process of
redemocratization, and of restored democracy."
-Peter Winn, Tufts University

$15.95 paperback

Constructing Democratic- Governance
LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
IN THE 1990S

edited by Jorge I. Dominguez
and Abraham F. Lowenthal

A distinguished group of scholars assesses how well
democracy has been working in this volatile part of
the world. The authors find that serious problems
still plague these new democracies. Many of these
problems are related to the political institutions,
including political parties, the civil service, and the
justice system. In addition to the hardcover edition,
Constructing Democratic Governance is available in
three paperback volumes, each containing the
introduction and conclusion from the complete
edition and organized for convenient course use.
Complete Edition: $65.00 hardcover
Themes and Issues: $13.95 paperback
South America: $15.95 paperback
Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean:
$15.95 paperback

FROM THE
INTER-AMERICAN
DEVELOPMENT
BANK

Volatile
Capital Flows
CONSEQUENCES FOR
LATIN AMERICAN
ECONOMIC REFORM
edited by Ricardo
Hausmann and
Liliana Rojas-Suarez
$14.95 paperback

Opportunity
Foregone
EDUCATION IN BRAZIL
edited by
Nancy Birdsall and
Richard Sabot
$19.95 paperback

Reforming the
Labor Market in a
Liberalized Economy
edited by
Gustavo Marquez
$18.50 paperback

ExpandingAccess to
Financial Services in

.Latin America
edited by
Miguel Basch and
Camilo Morales
$18.50 paperback

Foreign Direct
Investment in
Latin America
edited by
Manuel R. Agosin
$18.50 paperback

The Johns Hopkins University Press
Hampden Station, Baltimore, Maryland 21211 ...

1-800-537 -5487 • http://jhupress.jhu.edu/home.html
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TALONS OF
THE EAGLE
Dynamics of U.S.-Latin Atnerican Relations
* * * * PETER H. SMITH * * * *

"A well-written, provocative exploration of the relationship between Latin America and the United
States since independence .... An excellent overview." -Library Journal

"Until Talons of the Eagle appeared, there was no single study of U.S.-Latin American relations that
addressed the post Cold War period. Peter Smith's highly readable book fills that gap, especially by
addressing the 'new' issues that are likely to determine relations in the Americas: immigration, drug
trafficking, the environment, and regional trade blocs."

-Terry Lynn Karl, Director, Center for Latin American Studies, Stanford University

"Talons of the Eagle is a crucially important book, both for the interested though not specialized read
er, and for the university instructor. For the former, it explains how and why Latin America was not
born yesterday, and to what extent today's relations with the United States are a product of a long and
turbulent history, without an understanding of which the present is incomprehensible. On this count,
Smith makes significant contributions to our knowledge and understanding of U.S.-Latin American
relations. But Talons of the Eagle will also prove to be extremely useful to the university instructor,
providing in one highly readable but substantive volume the factual and interpretive material that stu
dents and instructors will find undoubtedly indispensable."

-Jorge G. Castaneda, National Autonomous University of Mexico

"Guiding the careful pen that we have
come to associate with his scholar
ship, Peter Smith has produced a
book that not only traces the
two-century evolution of U.S.-Latin
American interaction, but also explains how
this structure continues to influence policy
makers and to circumscribe policy
options in the post-Cold War era.
Thorough, thoughtful, and provoca
tive, Talons of the Eagle is a com
pelling synthesis, filling a critical
void in our generation's scholar
ship." -Lars Schoultz, William
Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of
Political Science, The University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

$30.00, 377 pp.; 4 linecuts,
3 maps

1-800-451-7556 (M-F, 9-5EST)
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
www.oup-usa.org
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ffNN STl\Tf fKfSS
Mobile Capital and
Latin Amerfcan
Development
JAMES E. MAHON, JR.
A comparative examination of interna
tional capital movements in Latin
America and their influence on democ
racy and development.

"The problem of capital flight has been
important for understanding constraints
on development in Latin America and
the turn toward neo-liberalism in the past
decade, and this book offers a focused
discussion of the issue particularly valu
able for highlighting its political dimen
sions. It is a timely work that should be of
interest to scholars beyond just those spe
cializing in Latin American studies."
-Manuel Pastor,jr., Occidental College

232 pages paper: $17.95

Organizing Dissent
Unions, the State, and the
Democratic Teachers' Movement
in Mexico
MARIA LORENA COOK
"Cook's richly documented study of the
Mexican teachers' movement proposes
answers to two key questions: how do so
cial movements emerge in repressive con
texts, and what factors enable them to
survive in such an environment? Her
book will be a milestone in linking social
movement theory with the study of politi
cal change in non-liberal settings like
Mexico." -Sidney Tarrow,

Cornell University

376 pages 15 illus. paper: $19.95

Taking on Goliath
The Emergence ofa New Left
Party and the Struggle for
Democracy in Mexico
KATHLEEN BRUHN
Taking on Goliath analyzes the formation
and decline of the most successful opposi
tion party challenge to Mexico's long-rul
ing Institutional Revolutionary Party
(PRJ), which, until 1988, had ruled un
challenged for more than sixty years. The
emergence of this new left opposition in
1988 shattered the myth of PRJ invincibil
ity. However, its failure to capitalize on its
initial success raises intriguing questions
about the relationship between party cre
ation and consolidation and about the
sources of party system change and de
mocratization.

This book is the only major study in En
glish of the origins and trajectory of the
PRD, the party that today represents the
unified Mexican left.

400 pages 4 iIIus. paper: $22.50

Available in bookstores or from
PENN STATE PRESS
820 North University Drive

University Park, PA 16802-1003
Orders: 1-800-326-9180
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$35.00 cl.

·$18.95 pb.

INDIGENOUS
PlOPtESAND
~CY~..~

Scholarly & Reference Division
257 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10010
1-800-221-7945

August 1996 / 288 pp.
ISBN 0-312-12400-7

Indigenous Peoples and
Democracy in Latin America
Edited by Donna Lee Van Cott
"In a thoroughly documented, thoughtful, and
analytically well informed series of essays, social
scientists and indigenous intellectuals look at the
complex interplay of ethnicity, social inequality,
colonial ballast, and the tortuous process of
democratization....This is a remarkable text that
will become required work for anybody interested
in understanding the ethnic, social, and political
complexities of Indo-Ibero America at the thresh
old of the third millennium."

-Stefano Varese, Professor of Native American
Studies, University of California, Davis

1995/271 pp.
ISBN 0-312-15874-2

Using extensive field research, Patrick Clawson
and Rensselaer Lee examine the configuration of
the drug industry from cultivation in the fields of
South America to arrival on the streets of the U.S.
The authors analyze the economic and political
impact of the drug business on the Andean
nations, including such problems as the under
mining of legitimate business and the exacerba
tion of violence.

·: TheAndean Cocaine Industry
: Patrick L. Clawson
: and Rensselaer W. Lee III···························································································································

Venezuela
The Challenge of
Competitiveness
Michael Enright,Antonio
Frances, and Edith Scott
Saavedra
Based on a comprehensive two-year study,
Venezuela: The Challenge of Competitiveness rep
resents a first-of-its-kind analysis of the competi
tiveness of the economy and industries of a devel
oping nation. The authors also provide valuable
recommendations on actions that firms and gov
ernment can take to improve the nation's overall
economic performance.
July 1996 / 560 pp.
ISBN 0-312-15851-3 $59~95 cl.

Central America
Fragile Transition
Edited by Rachel Sieder
This collection explores the distinct features of
post-conflict reconstruction and democratic con
solidation in Central America. Three sections
cover the actors (political parties and party sys
tems, the military, and returning refugees), the
institutions (executive-congressional relations and
the judicial systems), and the international context
(the shifting global/regional dynamic and the
impact of the United Nations on the Central
American peace process).
Institute of Latin American Studies
June 1996/318 pp.
ISBN 0-312-16010-0 $65.00 cl.

Political Corruption in Latin
America and Europe
Edited by Walter Little
and Eduardo Posada-Carbo
This book examines political corruption in Latin
America and Europe from both an historical and a
contemporary angle. The approach is therefore
comparative and interdisciplinary, bringing
together scholars from history, political science,
anthropology, sociology, and economics. In addi
tion to general essays, this book includes chapters
analyzing political corruption in individual coun
tries including Italy, Spain, France, Great Britain,
Chile, Brazil, Venezuela, Paraguay, and Mexico.
Institute of Latin American Studies
June 1996 / 326 pp.
ISBN 0-312-16005-4 $69.95 cl.
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The Best from CAMBRIDGE

Now in paperback...
Book of the
Fourth World
Reading the Native Americas
Through Their Literature
Gordon Brotherston
Using long-neglected indigenous
sources-the scrolls of the Algonkin,
the knotted strings of the Incas, and the
encyclopedic pages of Mesoamerica's

, screenfold books-this text explores the
landscapes and chronologies ofwhat is
now Latin and North America.
31493-3 Paperback $18.95

Classic Maya Political
History
Hieroglyphic and Archaeological
Evidence
l.. Patrick Culbert, Editor
(~rely does onehavethe opportunity to
readand review a book that mustbe
described as .(uniformly excellent and excit
ing.' That thisvolume sums .upand makes
knownto'theoutside worldan amazing
decade ofprogress in Mayascholarship .. will
not bedenied. Ofthe12 contributors and
13 chapters in this collection, not oneis
mediocre orunimportant."

- Charles Lincoln,
LatinAmerican Antiquity

Contributors: T. Patrick Culbert, WilliamL.
Fasb, NormanHammond, ChristopherJones,
Peter Mathews, Linda Schele, PeterSchmidt,
RobertJ Sharer, DavidS. Stuart, Gordon R.
Willey, LinneaH. Wren, Norman Yoffie.
School ofAmerican Research Advanced
Seminar Series
56445-X Paperback $24.95

Available in bookstores or from

Term Limits and
Legislative
Representation
John M. Carey
Legislative term limits are the most
important electoral reform on the political
agenda in the United States. Carey tests
the central arguments made by both sup
porters and opponents of the reform by
examining the experience of Costa Rica,
the only long-term democracy to impose
term limits on legislators, and by provid
ing extensive comparisons with legislatures
in Venezuela and the United States,
55233-8 Hardback $59.95

Challenging the State
Crisis and Innovation in Latin
America and Africa
Merilee S. Grindle
The 1980s and 1990s posed great chal
lenges to governments in Latin America
and Africa deeply affected by economic
and political crises. Using case studies of
Mexico and Kenya, this text shows how a
decade of sustained crisis became a source
of innovations in ideas and policies.
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics
55106-4 Hardback $49.95
55919-7 Paperback $18.95

Traditional Politics
and Regime Change in
Brazil ·
Frances Hagopian
This book is about politics in Brazil during
the military regime of 1964-85 and the
transition to democracy. Unlike most
books about contemporary Brazilian
politics that focus on promising signs of
change, this book seeks to explain remark
able political continuity in the Brazilian
political system.
Cambridge Studies in-Co!!'parative Politics
41429-6 Hardback $64.95
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Bestselling textbook . . .
Latin American Politics
and Development
Fourth Edition
edited by Howard J. Wiarda
and Harvey F. Kline
"This excellent time-tested text continues to
be a lucid-and the best-single volume
introduction to the complexities of Latin
American politics."

G. PopeAtkins,
u.s. Naval Academy

558 pages • $26.95 ph

Institutional Design
in New Democracies
Eastern Europe and Latin America
edited by Arend Lijphart
and Carlos H. Waisman
"A major contribution to our substantive
understanding of why different institutional
choices were made during the recent transi
tions to democracy in Latin America and
Eastern Europe and what consequences these
choices will have for the eventual consolida
tion of democracy."

Philippe C. Schmitter,
Stanford University

288 pages • $65.00 he • $18.95 ph

The State, Bureaucracy,
and the Cuban Schools
Power and Participation
Sheryl Lutjens

256 pages • $45.00 he

Prosperity's Promise
The Amazon Rubber Boom and
Distorted Economic Development
Bradford L. Barham
and Oliver T. Coomes

200 pages • $56.00 he

Reconceptualizing
the Peasantry
Anthropology
in Global
Perspective
Michael Kearney
"This was a book wait
ing to be written, and
indeed here it is. It
applies the critiques of
anthropological writing
of the mid 1980s and
the reformulation of traditional anthropologi
cal subjects in a globalizing world order, the
matically prominent since the beginning of
the 1990s, to the keyconstruct of the era of
modernization/development studies: the
peasant."

George E. Marcus,
RiceUniversity

224 pages • $59.95 he • $15.95 ph

Power, Politics,
and Pentecostals
in Latin America
edited by Edward L. Cleary
and Hannah Stewart-Gambino

Oct. 1996 • 256 pages • $60.00 he • $19.95 ph

The State and
Capital in Chile
Business Elites, Technocrats,
and Market Economics
Eduardo Silva

288 pages • $59.00 he

Latin American
Environmental Policy in
International Perspective
edited by Gordon J. MacDonald,
Daniel L. Nielson, and Marc A. Stern

Dec. 1996 • 288 pages • $59.00 he • $16.95 ph

5500 Central Avenue, Boulder, CO 80301-2877 • Phone (303) 444-3541
Fax (303) 449-3356 • 1-800-386-5656, orders only please

e-mail: westview@harpercollins.com • web: http://www.harpercollins.com
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COMPREHENSIVE
COVERAGE

Each month, ISLA reprints
350 pages of key articles

drawn from nine major
English-languagenewspapers,
covering political, economic,

and social developments
in Latin America.

FULL-TEXT
NEWSPAPER ARTICLES

ISLA selects and organizes
full-text articles that include

news, features, analysis,
opinion pieces, editorials,

and letters.

THOSEWHO
NEED IT MOST

ISLA provides scholars,
journalists, human rights

activists, government
officials, and public policy

makers with thorough and
detailed coverage of
Latin America news.

DISCOUNT
Mention this ad and

receive a 15% introductory
discount off our regular

subscription price.

ISLA clips daily from the following
newspapers: New Yo'rk T.Jmes • Washington Post
• LosAngeles Times • Miami Herald • Christian
Science Monitor • FinancialTimes of London • Wall
StreetJournal • Journal of Commerce • Manchester
Guardian/LeMonde(weekly)
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New Releases
from the United Nations

Economic Survey of Latin America and The
Caribbean
Examine the impact of the 1994 Mexican foreign exchange crisis on
the region. This Survey gives a detailed analysis (regional and by
country) of the trends in the region's economies in 1994 and also
covers the economic developments in the early months of 1995. It also
discusses: economic policy and structural reform; level of activity,
inflation and employment; and the external sector. The extensive
statistical information for each country dating back from 1987 to
present would be extremely useful for comparative analysis.
E.95.II.G.2 92-1-121206-5 1994-1995 344 pp. $50.00

Statistical Yearbook for Latin America and The
Caribbean
Presents an extensive statistical data on regional and individual country
levels. Tables cover such areas as: population, national accounts,
agriculture, industry, production of goods, external trade, balance of
payments and natural resources. The majority of the statistical tables
provide figures on a single topic and is organized in such a way as to
facilitate comparisons among countries as well as between individual
countries and regional totals or averages.
FlS.96.II.G.l 92-1-021035-2 1995 867 pp. $75.00

Social Panorama of Latin America
Analyze the links between current economic change and social change
and examine the quantitative evidence presented in the 46 statistical
tables included in this annual.
E.95.II.G.17 92-1-121205-7 1995 191 pp. $25.00

·lI"·United Nations Publicationsi~~ .~~
lW'1 IWJ Sales and Marketing Section, Room DC2-0853, Dept.A023, New York, N.'f. 10017
~ 11 Tel. (800) 253-9646, (212) 963-8302; Fax. (212) 963-3489
~ .dJ! E-mail: publications@un.org
~ Visa, Me and AMEX accepted. Please add 5% of gross

($5.00 minimum) for shipping and handling.
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REsistiNG RaGAN
The u.s. Central America Peace Movement

CHRISTIAN SMITH
"Resisting Reagan represents the best tradition of
social movement case studies. Combining rich and
fact-filled description with insightful analysis, this
book surely will be the definitive account of the
u.s. Central America Peace Movement. Moreover,
Smith's emphasis on this movement's religious roots
communicates a too-little recognized fact about
American society: Not all religiously motivated
political action comes from the right."
-Mark Chaves,University of Notre Dame
Paper $19.95 484 pages 12 halftones, 1 map, 21 tables
Cloth edition available

THE UNivERSiTY Of CHiC~GO PRESS
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637
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THOMAS F. REEEl AND KAREN BRANDOW

NEW FROM ALDINE

The North American Trajectory
Cultural, Economic, and Political Ties among
the United States, Canada, and Mexico
Ronald F. Inglehart (University of Michigan), Neil Nevitte
(University of Toronto), and Miguel Basanez (Autonomous
Institute of Technology of Mexico)
1996. approx. 208 pages. References, index.
0-202-30556-2 Cloth $40.95. 0-202-30557-0 Paper $19.95
North America is steering a new course, with the U.S., Canada, and
Mexico moving toward continental economic integration. This book
examines the basic value changes that are transforming economic,
political, and social life in these three countries, and shows how they
are adopting an increasingly compatible cultural perspective.

Prices are subject to change

Aldine de Gruyter (a division of Walter de Gruyter, lnc.)
( = 200 Saw Mill River Road· Hawthorne, NY 10532· (914) 747-0110

TESTIMONIES THE SKY NEVER CHANGES
FROM THE

GUATEMALAN

LABOR MOVEMENT

Ten oral histories
reveal the mem-
ories and hopes
of individuals who
have been personally
affected by the struggle
for labor rights in
Guatemala. The speak
ers include rank-and-file
activists, labor organiz
ers, indigenous leaders,
and the widows of
unionists who were
assassinated or disap
peared.

"The Guatemalan people must be heard. This book goes
far to reveal their daily and heroic struggle to survive,
feed their children, and demand justice in one of the
hemisphere's cruelest and most frightening dictatorships.
Read it, then pick up your phone and get involved. "

-JENNIFER HARBURY

"This book gives a human face to the experience of
violence and helps us understand how people can
survive it. Personal, direct, emotional, and charged
with the reality of history, it performs the vital service
of educating our hearts and not only our minds. "
-DEBORAH LEVINSON-ESTRADA, Columbia University

AN ILR PRESS BOOK. $35.00 cloth, $14.95 paper

At bookstores, or call (607) 277-2211

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS-----------------------------
Sage House • 512 East State Street • Ithaca NY 14850
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RESTRUCTURING
PATRIARCHY
The Modernization of
Gender Inequality in Brazil,
1914-194°
Susan K Besse
"This excellent, provocative,
and well-written book
elucidates and explains the
far-reaching cultural, socio
political, and economic
changes in gender relations
during the Estado Novo in
Brazil.... Besse tells a com
pelling story and tells it
well." - Elizabeth Kuznesof,
University of Kansas
304 pp. $39·95 cl / $16,95 pa

THE SECRET
HISTORY OF
GENDER
Women, Men, and Power
in Late Colonial Mexico
SteveJ Stern
"Prodigiously researched,
engagingly written, and
empowering in its analysis,
Stern's book will reshape the
way that Latin Americanists
and others conceptualize
the history of peasant and
plebeian politics, commu
nity, the family, and gender
struggle." - Gilbert M.
Joseph, Yale University
496 pp. $29.95 cl

Available in January
REINTERPRETING THE
BANANA REPUBLIC
Region and State in Honduras, 187°-1972
DarfoA. Euraque
"This big interpretive work, rigorously constructed
from a wide range of archival sources, is the long
awaited foundation history for Honduras. It will spawn
more scholarly research on the country and will
integrate Honduras more thoroughly into the debates
on ethnicity, state formation, agrarian structures, and
national ideology that have intensified in recent years."
-Robert G. Williams, author of ExportAgncultureand
theCrisis in CentralAmerica
Approx. 256 pp. $39.95 cl / $18,95 pa

Available in January
FOR SOCIAL PEACE IN BRAZIL
Industrialists and the Remaking of the Working Class
in Sao Paulo, 1920-1964
Barbara Weinstein
Barbara Weinstein examines the vast array of programs
sponsored by a new generation of Brazilian industrial
ists who sought to impose on the nation their vision of
a rational, hierarchical, and efficient society.
Approx. 448 pp. $59.95 cl / $24.95 pa

at bookstores or by toll-free order'
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M~xi(an Visions
Bord~r Visions
Mpxican Culturps of thp Southwpst Unitpd Statps

Carlos Velez-lbdiiez
This volume traces the intense interactions
among Native Americans, Spaniards, and
Mexicans from prehistory to present, as
Meso-American populations and ideas
moved northward.
335 pp., 34 illus.
$45.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

M~xi(ans in th~ Midw~st, 1900-193Z
Juan R. Garcia

Drawing on both published works and
archival materials, this new study considers
the many factors affecting immigration and
the development of Mexican American
communities in the midwestern United
States.
325 pp., $39.95 'cloth

M~xi(an Am~ri(an Wom~n
Changing Imagps
Pprsppdivps in Mpxican Amprican Studips, Volump 5

Edited byJuan R. Garcia
195 pp., $15.00 paper

Th~ {mbodim~nt of th~ National in Lat~

Nin~t~~nth-(~ntury M~xi(an Painting
Stacie G. Widdifield

Spotlighting contemporary paintings of
Mexico from 1867-1881, this study
demonstrates the influences of culture and
politics on art.
295 pp., 30 photos, 8 color plates
$29.95 cloth

Ihe Univ~rsity of Arizona Pr~ss
1230 N. Park Avp., Stp.IOZ Tucson, AZ 85719
1-800-4Z6-3797 http://www.uaprt>>ss.arizona.t>>du

New in paperback-

Our Lady of 6uadalup~
Thp Origins and Sourcps of aMpxican National Symbol,
1531-1797

Stafford Poole
"This study is the most thorough and
daring of its kind available in any lan
guage."-America
324 pp., $19.95 paper

M~xi(an (in~malM~xi(an Woman, 1940-1950
Joanne Hershfield

Examining a singular moment in Mexican
film history, the author investigates the
relations between woman and cinema,
exploring the "Mexicanness" of the films
and what distinguishes them from
Hollywood films of the same decade.
Latin American Communication
and Popular Culture
185 pp., 19 photos
$39.95 cloth, $16.95 paper

Dang~r Zon~s
Homospxuality, Nationalldpntity, and Mpxican Culturp

Claudia Schaefer
Mexico, a nation in search of identity, is a
tremendous backdrop for this study of
gender identity and homosexuality as
represented in Mexican literature between
1964 and 1994.
165 pp., $45.00 cloth, $17.95 paper
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